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Evaluating land model processes requires diverse metrics
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Does your modeling center have its own software 
package for evaluating land model output?

Does the package include quantitative metrics/scores?	

Most models have their own package for evaluating output	
	 - one “no” response	
!

Few responses indicated that metrics were quite general, 
rather than specific focus on land

Roughly equal yes/no responses



To what extent do you rely on qualitative (expert 
judgment) versus quantitative comparisons of models and 
observations? 

Most modeling centers (6) rely roughly equally on qualitative 
and quantitative comparisons	
!

Two modeling centers rely more on quantitative metrics	
!

Important caveat is data quality



Selecting metrics is based on both observational 
characteristics and importance of constraint
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Veg fractions 
IGBP / ESA CCI 
TCC, AndyH 

Soil Carbon 
HWSD 
TCC 

Biomass Carbon 
Olson? Old 
EO – regional (tropics) 

NEE – seasonal cycle, IAV 
CO2 flask sites 
TCC 

LAI 
MODIS, AVHRR, SPOT-VGT 
 

GPP, Resp , LH, SH, ...– seasonal cycle 
Flux tower 
Helen 

Top priority – do now 

high priority – need to work on 

lower priority – do if easy 

LST 
? 

Surface ALBEDO 
MODIS, MERIS? 
RichG 

FPAR (diag available?) 
AVHRR, SPOT-VGT 

SW, LW fluxes 
CERES-EBAF 
JohnE 

Soil moisture (10cm) 
ASCAT, AMSRE 
Heather 

Land water 
GRACE 

Run off 
DAI, Fekete 
PeteF 

Surface ALBEDO 
ESA CCI phaseII 

Snow extent, SWE 
GLOBSNOW, ERA-I 
JohnE 

Burnt area 
GFED3 

Crops/irrigation 
Monfreda, Doll 

Canopy height 
Swansea 

Lakes/seasonal water 
ESA CCI 

Soil T, ALT, PF extent 
?? 
TCC 

CH4 emissions 
SCHIMACHY? 

Global GPP, NEE, Evap 
Jung et al., LandFlux 



Spatial comparisons

Figure Courtesy: 	
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Spatial comparisons leverage gridded observations to quantify 
regionally coherent biases 



Do you primarily develop/evaluate your land 
model in uncoupled or coupled mode?  (i.e, do you 
develop/evaluate in uncoupled mode and then couple or 
do you develop/evaluate primarily in coupled mode?)	

Most modeling centers develop sequentially	
	 First focus on uncoupled simulations	
	 Subsequent adjustments and tuning for coupled simulations	
!

One modeling center said rarely was model development/
evaluation done for uncoupled mode 	
!

One center reported that development/evaluation was 
primarily conducted only for uncoupled mode



Uncertainty in forcing data represents leaves significant 
imprint on and produces large uncertainty for land output
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FLUXNET!
CLM45bgc_GSWP3!
CLM45_CRUNCEP



ESMs run in fully coupled mode won’t capture the timing of 
interannual variability in the observations
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Figure Courtesy: Randy Koster

Model 1

Model 2

Obs

Analysis of variability in models does not require timing of 
anomalies to coincide with observations



Do you use your evaluation package for 	
- formal model calibration	
- to help with tuning	
- as a diagnostic of model errors	
- to aid in model analyses?	

Diagnosing errors was leading response (4)	
!

Tuning model parameters was second response (3)	
!

Aid with model analyses (2)	



Do you use an externally developed software 
package to evaluate your model? 

Generally no sharing of packages	
!

A few modeling centers are using ILAMB	
!

Several modeling centers desire better integration of their 
system with others	
!

A diversity of software is used for analysis: 	
	 NCL, Ferret, Fortran, R, Python



Open-source benchmarking packages shared across centers 
may facilitate better data-model integration
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Giorge'a	et	al.,	JAMES,	2013:

Hoffman	et	al.,	JGR,	2014:	CO2	
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An integrated framework will facilitate quantitative 
benchmarks	
	 weighting of various spatial, temporal, and variability

New metrics (e.g., functional response) may facilitate 
benchmarking across biogeochemistry, biogeophysics, and 
their drivers

Discussion

Optimizing integration of benchmarking into work flow for 
model development remains a challenge


